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Video 152: Cloud vs. Recycling Center—Is This the 

Way they will Trap us “Forever?”  

Written by Wes Penre, May 25, 2019 
This is a transcript to video: 

https://youtu.be/7cSesB9ztIs   

 

 few years ago, I wrote a book called, “Synthetic Intelligence and the 

Transmutation of Humankind — A Roadmap to the Singularity and 

Beyond”1 (URL is in the description box below for free download). In the 

book, I showed evidence of how our future will look like when we’re completely 

in the Singularity; when this Construct, including human bodies, are being run 

by AI. I also discussed how the Global Elite is setting up a Super-Computer, which 

will contain the entire human mass consciousness. In other words, the Grid, as 

we know it, will probably be obsolete, and this Super-Computer will become the 

new container to keep us trapped in this Patrix “forever.” Another word for the 

Super-Computer is “The Cloud.” It is the same thing.  

Many people have asked Ariel and me how we can avoid the Singularity, and 

whether we can still escape through the Grid after the Singularity is completely 

in place; in case we refuse to participate. The answer is that it depends completely 

on the individual. We will explain: 

Over and over, we have emphasized how important it is to leave the Patrix after 

this particular lifetime, or it will be too late. In this video, we’re going to discuss 

why it’s so important.  

So, what is the Cloud? The Cloud is built with nanotechnology and is basically a 

container for the human mass consciousness—similar to how the Grid operates 

today. Via our interaction on Social Media, and through electronic devices in 

                                        
1 chrome-
extension://oemmndcbldboiebfnladdacbdfmadadm/https://wespenrepublicationshome.files.wordpress.co
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_the_singularity.pdf  
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general, we are giving our personal data, knowledge, feelings, emotions, and 

more or less everything that has to do with ourselves, away; freely. All the 

information we put into the digital world is being stored within the Cloud, and 

this has probably been done for quite some time now. In addition, the digital 

realm is highly infested by AI with different functions. This AI is monitoring 

what’s going on, and it learns from us and our behavior, until it can start acting 

exactly like us (En.ki is mimicking and copying again, as usual). 

Even those, who have only briefly researched the Singularity, know that the big 

plan is to create nanotechnologically-based human bodies that will replace our 

current biological bodies. The official reason is that when this is accomplished, 

we will get rid of dis-eases, and there will be no more death. These bodies are not 

prone to getting sick, and the new bodies, in which our blood cells have been 

replaced with nanobots, become virtually immortal, and everybody will be at the 

equivalent age of 25-30 years old. People will feel like they are always in their 

prime.  

If a biological body part is malfunctioning, we just go through a surgery and 

replace it with a new, fresh one. Very soon, people, who still have biological 

bodies, whose heart, livers, and other vital organs are failing because of age, 

cancer, or other dis-eases, will have them replaced with nanotech-based organs. 

Consequently, they will feel they have the constant vitality of a healthy 25-year 

old. By replacing failing organs, people will keep their current biological bodies 

alive, even if they are 80 years old at the time when their organs start failing. 

After subsequent transplants, the person will soon feel like a young man or 

woman again. The once biological body has now become a cyborg. People, who 

are only partly transmuted will then willingly have the entire body replaced. Who 

doesn’t want to become a 25-year old again, right? 

This must sound like Heaven to many people, and Heaven it is—En.ki’s Heaven 

and the “Golden Age” that people in the New Age Community have talked about 

for quite some time. It’s En.ki’s copy/mimic of the real Golden Age, which took 

place on Tiamaat—not on Earth—at the time before En.ki created this Construct 

we call the Matrix or, more correctly, the Patrix. 
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So, why is the Singularity so bad, then? Aside from the agenda the Overlords are 

planning, i.e. an attack on Orion with us humans as their foot soldiers and their 

shields, there is also another very sinister agenda. 

We are quite certain that the Global Elite already has fully developed human AI 

bodies, built with nanotech, and they are just waiting for the right time to replace 

the biological bodies altogether. This could potentially be done today, but they 

first need to indoctrinate people enough, so most of us fully accept the agenda. 

After all, they need our permission in this experiment in freewill. Thus, it’s 

imperative that we, who want to exit this Patrix, do NOT go into any Tunnel or 

any Light after we drop our current biological bodies. So long as we keep this in 

mind, we’ll be fine. And of course, we need to make sure we don’t replace our 

vital organs in this lifetime. We don’t want to get stuck in our current bodies, 

either, without being able to die. 

There are some sources who say that the Between Lives Area (BLA) is no longer 

in operation—that it’s been shut down. Whether this is true or not, we don’t 

know, but if it’s still up and running, it probably won’t be for long. The BLA is no 

longer needed when the Cloud is fully implemented to the entire population. 

Until then, the BLA might still be running on a skeleton crew. 

The following seems to be the plan in the making (unless it’s already in practice): 

when people die from their current biological bodies, they no longer reincarnate 

into new biological bodies. Instead, the consciousness, aka the soul, will be 

trapped within the Cloud, which will be the new mass consciousness container. 

Thus far, while the BLA has been in operation, the soul has been lured into the 

Tunnel of Light and quickly recycled into a new baby body on Earth. This is 

probably not going to be the case anymore. The Overlords might bluntly just 

redirect the Tunnel of Light to point toward the Cloud instead of the old BLA 

(unless this has already been done). The soul will then possibly, and logically, be 

dissolved within the Cloud, together with all her memories and experiences. Our 

soul will thus integrate with the mass consciousness and lose its individuality. 

The Overlords don’t need individual souls anymore—everything will just be 

Oneness—one “Cloud Consciousness.” This may very well be the Oneness that 
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the New Age Community is promoting, ignorant of what they are actually doing 

and whom they are helping by doing this, i.e. the Overlords. People in the 

spiritual community often say, “We are all One, and when we ascend, we will 

become One with Source again.” Source, in this case, is actually the Cloud—the 

“super-mind” of En.ki’s Singularity. 

Let’s say the Overlords want the world population to be at a constant of 200 

million people (we are making this number up for argument’s sake). All they need 

to do is to mass produce 200 million nanotech bodies and put souls into them. 

But how do they get the souls? That’s easy. The Cloud will act both as our mass 

consciousness and our Oversoul. Thus, the gods will shoot down an appropriate 

amount of soul-fire into each body. An analogy would be that the Overlords are 

taking their giant hands and molding an appropriately sized soul together from 

the pot of soul energy and shoot it down into a body. They are playing with us 

like children are playing with dolls and toy cars. For the dolls and cars to work, 

they put a rechargeable battery into the toy body (soul-fire). 

 These will be entirely new soul altogether, and the souls that were once 

constructed in the KHAA, by the Queen, will by now have been integrated with 

the Cloud—into En.ki’s “Oneness.” The new souls, born on Earth in the 

Singularity, will be entirely newly molded souls, who, in a way, start from scratch. 

However, these new souls will have access to all the information that’s in their 

Oversoul—the Cloud. Everything will be connected to everything, and everybody 

will be connected to everybody. A completely new human is thus being created—

both body and soul. 

Once these new souls have been created, they are “forever” stuck in their 

“immortal” bodies. Humans will lose their sexuality (no more sex organs), and no 

more babies will be born—it’s not going to be necessary anymore. And it doesn’t 

matter if all humans look the same; when we lose our sexually, there is no sexual 

attraction, and because there will be no more families, and no romantic 

relationships, who cares how the bodies look like? It’s more important that they 

are highly functional and work properly (the so called “Gray aliens” come to 

mind. They have no sex organs, they all look the same, often telling us that they 
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are us in the future—see various channeled material). If the Overlords want 200 

million people on Earth, for example, they don’t need more people to be born, 

once the population has reached, or decreased to 200 million. However, if they 

change their minds later and decide they need more bodies, they can just create 

them in laboratories and shoot down some more soul energy from the Cloud. 

The gods will be able to completely control how large the world population 

should be at any time. 

With all the above in mind, how would someone be able to escape from such a 

prison? If that is possible; at least, we can’t see how it can be done.  

If we call the original Homo Sapiens that was “created” by En.ki Human 1.0, 

Homo Sapiens Sapiens (the modern “thinking man”) that was created after the 

Flood would be Human 2.0, and the new human, created with nanotechnology, 

would be Human 3.0.  

After connecting the dots, this seems to be what we’re facing if we accept the 

Singularity. Thus, it’s fruitless to willingly reincarnate here again, thinking we 

can help the rest of humanity in our next lifetime. What most likely will happen 

is that we get captured in the Cloud and become ONE with the human mass 

consciousness that is already captured in the Cloud, and that’s the end of our 

individual consciousness/soul. 

Fortunately, there is a way out, and that is through the Grid! As we see it; if we 

make any other choice, we might jeopardize our future as individual souls. 

As far as we can tell, all ascension promises, the Rapture, the Harvest, and the 

Events that are promoted, all lead to the same thing—the Singularity. 

Last, but not the least; be wary of any new technology the medical field wants to 

put into your body! If you need a knee replacement, for example, be sure you ask 

the doctors what exactly that replacement is made of! Is it made from 

nanotechnology? If so, we would suggest to either refuse the replacement or 

demand to get a nanotech-free implant. 
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Speaking of implants; Elon Musk recently went on Joe Rogan’s Show to promote 

his so-called “Neuralink Project.” He wants us to get brain implants to enhance 

our mental abilities and become telepathic. He said that this is more or less ready 

to go. Elon Musk’s project is promoted at futurism.com. This is what it says: 

“SpaceX and Tesla CEO Elon Musk hinted at what could be the announcement 

of a brain-machine interface that could one day hook human brains up to 

computers on Sunday” […] “A ‘direct cortical interface,’ according to Musk, could 

allow humans to reach higher levels of cognition —and give humans a better shot 

at competing with artificial intelligence, the Wall Street Journal reported in 2017. 

It’s unclear, though, whether Neuralink’s main objective is to do just that or to 

connect human brains to computers for consumer applications.”2 (Link will be in 

the description box). 

Do not accept anything that will “enhance” our abilities; you can rest assured that 

it has to do with nanotechnology and preparation for the Singularity. Do what 

you can to stay the way you are until this lifetime is over. 

 

If you find our work important, please consider becoming a Patron. It’s an 

excellent way to support us, so we can continue what we’re doing. You also get 

the opportunity to get our newsletters and can chat with us on Discord. The 

address to our Patreon page is patreon.com/wespenre. The URL will also be in 

the description box below. 

If you don’t want to sign up on Patreon but still want to contribute, you can also 

make donations on PayPal – the address will also be in the description box3. 

If you liked this video, please don’t forget to hit the Subscribe button and give it 

a thumbs up. Thanks a lot for your interest in our work!  

Talk to you soon! 

                                        
2 https://futurism.com/elon-musk-brain-computer-interface-coming-soon  
3 https://paypal.me/persewen or yt.project60@gmail.com  
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